This paper proposed an image encryption method based on embedded ARM system and chaos algorithm. It can ensure the security and confidentiality of the image information on the embedded device. It used the three-dimensional Lorenz chaotic system encryption algorithm, due to the special nature of the chaotic system and the characteristics of the suitable method, it can ensure the reliability of the encryption algorithm. The algorithm part and the image processing part are realized on the embedded device, and the final result is the result of the image encryption and decryption through the embedded QT programming. Realize the combination of chaos encryption algorithm and image encryption on embedded devices. The results show that this method can ensure the image security on the embedded device.
Introduction.
With the rapid development of information technology, image as an important carrier of information gradually replace the text information, as it contains important private information in image information, so the security of the image transmission process should pay more and more attention. And a large number of embedded terminal devices, such as mobile phones, satellite, medical equipment, and a variety of handheld devices, the image security on these embedded devices is particularly important. These embedded ARM devices have a screen display function, and the display function is achieved by QT programming. Image encryption algorithm is numerous, and chaos is widely used in the field of information encryption because of its important and prominent cryptographic properties [1] .In this paper, the image encryption is implemented on the embedded ARM device, the image encryption algorithm is Lorenz chaotic algorithm [2] [3] .
Firstly, the chaotic sequences generated by the three-dimensional Lorenz chaotic equations are used to encrypt and decrypt the image. The paper introduces some basic knowledge of digital image chaotic [4] , due to the special nature of chaos can reach good effect of encryption, and the main features of this encryption algorithm is fast and easy to implement in embedded devices [5] .Secondly it introduced an embedded operating system based on Qt interface, Qt/Embedded interface built on embedded system development environment based on hardware and software [6] , and implement the Qt/Embedded interface ported to S3C2440 development board. Among them, including the Qt/Embedded installation and settings, embedded Linux operating system library file transfer, boot loader, Linux kernel, root file system and the corresponding application. Completion of the Qt interface based on the embedded ARM Linux development platform for debugging, transplantation. Verify the encryption and decryption algorithm in the S3C2440 development board, and achieve the image encryption and decryption. Development board experimental results show that digital image encryption is reliable, the future is bound to become a trend.
Principle and Properties of Lorenz Chaotic System

Lorenz Chaotic System Equation
Lorenz chaotic system is a continuous chaotic system [7] , and its system equation is three dimensional differential equations as follows:
If we want to obtain a pseudo random sequence of chaos by Lorenz equation, first of all, we should discrete the continuous chaotic equations, here we use Euler method, it can transform the continuous equation into difference equations. Although the accuracy is not high enough, but the operation is simple and it has little effect on the nature of the final sequence. The discretization differential equations with Euler method is as follows: Discrete equations can produce discrete numerical values. These arrays into a discrete sequence, if you want to use these sequences for image encryption, you should quantify them, it is converted into a 0-1 two value sequence. Quantitative method is reserved for the last digit of these numbers, these numbers are approximate random, take the average value of these values as a quantitative standard, if it is greater than the number of the average, take '1',else,take '0'.Finally we get the three-dimensional 0-1 two value sequence for image encryption.
Properties of Lorenz Chaotic System
The Lorenz chaotic system is adopted because of its good encryption property, which guarantees the realization of the encryption and the security of the encryption result.
Bounded Property: Chaos is bounded. Its motion trajectory is always confined to a certain region, which is called chaos attraction region. So the chaotic system is determined. It is suitable for encryption and decryption.
Random-like Property: The randomness generated within the system is called the random nature of the system [8] .Although the whole system is determined, the trajectory of the system is chaotic and unpredictable, so the iterative result is a kind of random characteristic.
Initial Value Sensitivity: The initial value of chaotic system is changed slightly, will cause the difference of the trajectory is obvious, which showed the initial value of chaotic system is extremely sensitive, which is very important in the application of chaotic system in secure communication.
Positive Lyapunov Index:
The initial value sensitivity of chaos is precisely because of its positive Lyapunov index [9] , and Lyapunov index is one of the criteria to test whether the chaotic system is in the chaotic state. Chaotic systems have attractors [10] . The phase diagram of Lorenz chaotic system is shown in Figure 1 : 
Image Encryption Based on Lorenz Chaotic Algorithm
Firstly, we will deal with a digital image, and generate the gray matrix of the image. Color images will be generated R,G, B three color gray matrix values, and each matrix is converted into 0-1 two value matrix. The quantized 3D 0-1 pseudo-random sequence XOR respectively with these three matrices. And then synthesize it into a digital image, this is the encrypted image. Decryption is the XOR again, is the reverse process of encryption, the encryption flow chart as shown below: In accordance with the above encryption process, the image is processed in the MATLAB, and to achieve the image encryption, the encryption and decryption results as shown Figure 3 
Implementation of Image Encryption Based on Embedded ARM System
Firstly, we use the embedded development board with the Samsung Corp's ARM9 as the core chip of the S3C2440 architecture, with a color touch screen. Also equipped with NorFlash and NANDFlash as memory. The hardware architecture of the system is shown in figure 4 : If you want to achieve image encryption results on the embedded screen display, here we use QT programming technology. QT/Embedded system will be transplanted to the embedded development board, in which to achieve the encryption algorithm and image processing part of the Linux environment we use C language programming. In the Linux side of the PC environment, the first interface design of the program in the QT Creator environment, using multiple threads, an encryption button generates an interrupt. Call the encryption algorithm and the results of the encrypted image, and then displayed in the embedded screen, press the decryption button to achieve image decryption. In the PC side of the simulation encryption and encryption and decryption results as shown below: 
Summary
This paper presents an image encryption method based on embedded ARM, which makes it possible to encrypt the image on the embedded system, and promote the security of the information transfer of the embedded device. The encryption algorithm of Lorenz chaotic system used in this paper has high security and confidentiality, and is a kind of system which can be applied to cryptographic algorithms. After the simulation and the final system transplant, as well as the final results show that this method can achieve the encryption and good encryption effect. To effectively promote the progress of image encryption and security of embedded devices, the future development is limitless.
